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Abstract
According to Leininger, presentists and growing blockers cannot explain why past and present regular-

ities persist in the future. In order to do so, they would have to appeal to enforcers, such as causation,

laws or dispositions. But in a world with no future, these enforcers are powerless and cannot guarantee

future regularity. I disagree and argue that Leininger’s coordination problem can be met by distinguish-

ing type- from token-level necessitation. Whereas token-level necessitation is cross-temporal and subject

to Leininger’s coordination problem, type-level necessitation is atemporal and immune to the coordina-

tion problem. For this solution to work, though, type-level necessitation must be ontologically prior to

token-level necessitation. This forces us to adopt a Platonist position according to which universals are

transcendent, and not immanent.

Keywords: time; temporal becoming, absolute becoming; presentism; growing blockism; coordination problem; cross- 11

temporal relations; necessary connections; causation; laws of nature; dispositions; type/token; Meinongianism; Platonism; 12

universals. 13

1. Introduction 14

If one considers the different ontologies of time (Figure 1), there are those who deny the existence 15

of the future (such as presentists and growing blockers), and those who accept the existence of the 16

future (such as eternalists andmoving spotlighters). Leininger (2021, p. 1) calls the first group Future 17

Deniers (or FuDs for short) and claims that they face “a serious metaphysical problem”. 18
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The problem is the following. According to Leininger, the world is regular: there are universal 20

generalisations of the form all Fs are Gs. What is more, as the future comes into existence, the world 21

remains regular: “what comes into existence is coordinated with what comes before [such] that 22

these universal generalisations [continue to be] realised” (p. 4). FuDs therefore face a coordination 23

problem: how to explain the continuing regularity of the world? That is, why do past and present 24

regularities persist when the future comes into existence? 25
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Figure 1. The different ontologies of time.

A standard way of answering the coordination problem for FuDs is by appealing to enforcers 26

(causation, laws of nature, dispositions). Enforcers guarantee that whatever comes into existence 27

preserves past and present regularities by introducing a necessary connection N (F ,G) between 28

present states of affairs F and future states of affairs G, such that if F presently exists, G must nec- 29

essarily follow when the future comes into existence. 30
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But Leininger argues that in a world with no future the enforcers are powerless and cannot guar- 32

antee future regularity. That is, N (F ,G) cannot ensure that G will follow F . After all, if 33

F presently exists, then G is future and does not exist for FuDs. But for the necessity 34

relation N (F ,G) to exist, both F and G need to exist. Hence, as long as G does not exist, 35

N (F ,G) does not exist, and N (F ,G) cannot be used to necessitate G into existence. 36

According to Leininger, then, an explanation of regularity requires the future to exist. Hence, FuDs 37

are wrong: the future does not come into existence; there is no absolute becoming (no ontological 38

shift in which the unreal future becomes real in the present). The future already exists; eternalism 39

is the correct ontology of time. 40

In this reply, I want to resist Leininger’s conclusion by arguing that FuDs of a non-Humean bent can 41

answer the coordination problem by distinguishing type- from token-level necessitation. 42

2. The problem of cross-temporal relations 43

Although Leininger nowhere makes it explicit, I take her coordination problem to be a new variation 44

of the more general problem of cross-temporal relations, which can be stated as follows (see 45

McDaniel 2009, p. 235; Baron 2012, p. 2): 46

The Problem of Cross-Temporal Relations for Presentism: 47

(P1) Relations require the existence of their relata (assumption
1
) 48

(P2) Some relations are cross-temporal and hold between present and non-present events 49

(assumption) 50

1
P1 is the assumption that all relations are existence-entailing: for a relation to hold, its relata must exist.
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(P3) Non-present events exist (from P1, P2) 51

(P4) If presentism is true, non-present events do not exist (assumption
2
) 52

Therefore 53

(C1) Presentism is false (from P3, P4) 54

Given the contradiction between P3 and P4, it is not obvious how the presentist can account for 55

the truth of claims involving cross-temporal relations.
3
What is more, given the pervasiveness and 56

variety of cross-temporal relations, the problem of cross-temporal relations has reared its head in a 57

plethora of ways. 58
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One specific variation on the cross-temporal theme is the problem of causation. Assuming that 60

causes C are prior to their effects E, all causal relations N (C, E) are cross-temporally exemplified, 61

and are therefore subject to the problem of cross-temporal relations. Here is Leininger’s (2021, p. 8) 62

formulation of the problem: 63

N is supposed to be a connection, and a connection cannot exist without its 64

relata. This rules out that N comes into existence when [C] comes into exis- 65

tence, because, at that point, one of the relata (E) does not [yet] exist. But if 66

N does not exist without E, N cannot guarantee E’s existence. [C], therefore, 67

can exist without E following. 68

3. The coordination problem 69

In her paper, Leininger essentially generalises the problem of causation to other enforcers, such 70

as laws and dispositions. Her coordination problem is thus another variation on the same cross- 71

temporal theme. Here, then, is my own formulation of the coordination problem: 72

The Coordination Problem for FuDs: 73

(P1) Relations require the existence of their relata (assumption) 74

(P2) Necessitation relations are cross-temporal and hold between present and future 75

states of affairs (assumption) 76

(P3) Future states of affairs do exist (from P1, P2) 77

(P4) If FuDs are right, future states of affairs do not exist (assumption) 78

Therefore 79

(C1) FuDs are wrong (from P3, P4) 80

As Leininger (2021, p. 2) herself explains: “Ultimately, the regular nature of the world de- 81

mands postulation of a relationship [N (F ,G)] between what exists [F] and what does not 82

[G], a relationship that cannot, in principle, be supplied” given the assumption that relations 83

are existence-entailing. 84

Since FuDs will want to retain P4, they must respond to the coordination problem by rejecting either 85

P1 or P2. The first strategy consists in denying that cross-temporal relations are existence- 86

2
Indeed, according to the presentist credo, necessarily, everything that exists, is present.

3
Oft-cited examples of such relations are precedence relations (“Newton’s birth is earlier than Einstein’s”), comparative

relations (“I am bigger (now) than Einstein (was)”) and causal relations (“Yesterday’s storm caused today’s flood”).
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Figure 2. Type- and token-level causal necessitation.

entailing. According to Ingram and Tallant (2022), “presentists who go this route deny ‘serious 87

presentism’ and start down the road towards Meinongianism, a position which many find quite 88

undesirable.” As such, I will not entertain this strategy here. 89

The second strategy consists in denying that necessitation relations are cross-temporal in 90

nature. Prima facie, this strategy may not seem much more promising. After all, in order to ensure 91

that past and present regularities persist in the future, it seems that the necessary connections have 92

to be cross-temporal, linking present states of affairs with future ones. Yet, I believe there is a way 93

of avoiding the cross-temporal threat by distinguishing between two kinds of necessitation: type- 94

level and token-level necessitation. In what follows, I apply this distinction to causal, nomic, and 95

metaphysical necessitation. 96

4. Causal necessitation 97

The key to solving Leininger’s causal coordination problem, I maintain, is the distinction between 98

two kinds of causation which occur at two different ontological ‘levels’ (Figure 2): 99

(1) token-level causation, such as Cx −→ Ex (where the causal relation holds between a 100

token cause Cx and a token effect Ex, e.g. “flicking the light switch in my kitchen causes 101

the kitchen light to go on”); 102

(2) type-level causation, such as C −→ E (where the causal relation holds between a type 103

cause C and a type effect E, e.g. “flicking light switches causes lights to go on”). 104

Token causes and effects are particular events which are located in space and time. Assum- 105

ing that causes are temporally prior to their effects, token-level causal relations are cross-temporal, 106

linking a present cause to a future effect. 107

Type causes and effects, in contrast, are kinds of events. Since kinds of events can have multiple 108

instances, they cannot be located in space and time. Type-level causal relations therefore fail to be 109

spatiotemporal and can best be thought of as atemporal in nature. 110

Type- and token-level causation are not independent. Which kind of causation is ontologi- 111

cally prior to the other, though, is open for debate. But in order to answer the problem of cross- 112
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temporality, we need to assume that type-level causation is more fundamental than token-level cau- 113

sation. That is, we need to argue that the presence of a causal relation between token events Cx and 114

Ex obtains in virtue of a more general connection between event types C and E (of which Cx and Ex 115

are tokens): Cx −→ Ex in virtue of C −→ E. 116

How does this distinction allow us to answer Leininger’s coordination problem? In all of the above 117

formulations of the coordination problem (see text in small caps in §§1–3), Leininger does not 118

distinguish type- from token-level causation. She thus writes C and E, rather than Cx and Ex, for 119

token causes and effects, and thereby wrongly assumes that they populate the same ontological level 120

as N (C, E). Hence, Leininger erroneously maintains that N (C, E) cannot exist as long as Cx and Ex 121

(C and E in her notation) do not exist. 122

But N (C, E) is a relation at the type-level, linking type causes to type effects. And on the assumption 123

that type-level causation is ontologically prior to token-level causation, the causal necessity relation 124

N (C, E) holds atemporally, independently of any spatiotemporal instantiation of this relation at 125

the token level. As such, N (C, E) can be invoked to explain why Ex must follow Cx, even though Ex 126

does not (yet) exist. 127

The cross-temporal problem, in other words, can be avoided by invoking an atemporal necessitation 128

relation at the type-level to bring its cross-temporal instantiations at the token-level into existence: 129

Cx −→ Ex in virtue of C −→ E. 130

5. Nomic necessitation 131

A similar strategy can be used with respect to nomic necessitation. The standard governing account 132

of laws was independently proposed by Dretske, Tooley and Armstrong, and is often referred to as 133

the DTA account. 134

According to DTA, a regularity of the form “All Fs are Gs” is a law of nature iff (1) F and G are 135

universals, and (2) a nomic necessitation relation N holds between F and G. This state of affairs is 136

symbolised as N (F ,G). For example, “All humans are mortal” is a law because (1) being human (F ) 137

and being mortal (G) are universals, and (2) a nomic necessitation relation N holds between F and G. 138

According to DTA then, whenever a particular object x instantiates the property F , the instantiation 139

of F (Fx) guarantees, via N , that the property G will also be instantiated (Gx). 140

Importantly, whereas Fx and Gx are tokens (particular states of affairs, i.e., particular instances 141

of universals) which are located in space and time, F and G are types (types of states of affairs, 142

i.e., universals) which can be multiply instantiated and therefore lack a determinate spatiotemporal 143

location. 144

Since the relation of nomic necessitation N links the universals F and G, rather than Fx and Gx, N 145

itself fails to be cross-temporal. The different instantiations of N (F ,G), however, are cross-temporal. 146

Armstrong, for example, takes them to be cases of singular causation where Fx at one time is 147

causally connected to Gx at a later time. 148

What is more, by postulating a nomic necessitation relation N (F ,G) on the type-level (as opposed to 149

the token-level), DTA suggest that the type-level is more fundamental than the token-level. Indeed, 150

according to DTA, Fx cross-temporally necessitates Gx on the token-level in virtue of F atemporally 151

necessitating G on the type-level: Fx −→ Gx in virtue of F −→ G. So, just as with causal necessi- 152

tation, the cross-temporal problem can be avoided by carefully distinguishing type- from token-level 153

relations of nomic necessitation. 154
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6. A plea for Platonism 155

One final problem looms when we consider Armstrong’s specific developments of DTA. Part of 156

Armstrong’s metaphysic is the Aristotelian claim that universals are immanent (i.e. states of 157

affairs are ontologically prior to universals). This can be contrasted with the Platonic claim that 158

universals are transcendent (i.e. universals are ontologically prior to states of affairs). 159

Armstrong’s immanence thesis entails the Principle of Instantiation which says that there are no 160

uninstantiated universals. So for universal F (G) to exist, there needs to be at least one instance 161

of F (G), that is, one state of affairs Fx (Gx). “A property must be a property of some real particular; 162

a relation must hold between real particulars”, says Armstrong (1983, p. 75). 163

Armstrong’s immanence thesis, however, is incompatible with my solution to the nomic coordina- 164

tion problem. Here is why. Imagine Fx presently exists. By the Principle of Instantiation, the universal 165

F exists. The question is: why does Gx invariably follow Fx? Invoking N (F ,G) seems problematic, 166

because Gx does not (yet) exist, and so the universal G does not (yet) exist. If G does not exist, then 167

N (F ,G) does not exist, and so N (F ,G) cannot be used to explain why Gx must follow Fx. 168
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CAUSAL RELATION
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(a) The problem with immanence.
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(b) Transcendence to the rescue.

If, however, we adopt the Platonist position according to which universals are transcendent, then 169

F and G can exist in “Platonic heaven” regardless of whether or not they are instantiated in the 170

real world. Hence, N (F ,G) exists, and can be invoked to explain why Gx must follow Fx, thereby 171

answering Leininger’s coordination problem. 172

7. Metaphysical necessitation 173

One last way of guaranteeing the continuing regularity of the world is by invoking dispositions. 174

Dispositions are often characterised in terms of their causal behaviour: an object is said to have the 175

disposition D to display a certain manifestationM when triggered by the stimulus S. A fragile vase, 176

for example, is disposed to break when struck. 177

The connection between the disposition’s trigger S and its manifestationM is often taken to be one 178

of metaphysical necessitation, such that if an object has the disposition D, then necessarily, the 179

object must manifestM when triggered S. In shorthand, N (S,M). It is this necessary connection, or 180

dispositional directedness as Tugby (2022, p. 41) calls it, between S and M that explains why M will 181

always follow S, and why past and present regularities will continue to obtain in the future. 182
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The problem, once again, is that if S happens presently, M will happen in the future. As such, M 183

does not (yet) exist for FuDs. And on the assumption that relations are existence-entailing, N (S,M) 184

will not (yet) exist, and so N cannot be used to explain why M will follow S in the future. 185

STIMULUS 
PRESENT

MANIFESTATION 
FUTURE

S MN(S, M)

DISPOSITIONAL DIRECTEDNESS 
METAPHYSICAL NECESSITATION

186

The solution, as with causal and nomic necessitation, rests on the fact that N (S,M) is not a cross- 187

temporal relation on the token-level, but an atemporal relation on the type-level. It is a second-order 188

relation between the universals S and M which ensures that, once instantiated on the token-level, 189

Mx will always follow Sx, even if Mx does not (yet) exist: Sx −→ Mx in virtue of S −→ M . 190

However, just as with the nomic necessitation case, the metaphysical necessitation relation N (S,M) 191

can only exist if both universals S and M exist. This, once again, forces us to adopt a Platonic (tran- 192

scendent) view of universals, according to which S and M can exist without ever being instantiated 193

in the real world. 194

8. Armstrong’s Meinongian problem 195

A very similar kind of argument was recently proposed by Tugby to argue for a Platonic ontology 196

of properties. Tugby (2022, p. 43) begins by noting that “a particular can have a disposition even if it 197

never manifests that disposition.” A vase, for example, can be fragile even if it never breaks because 198

no one ever strikes it. An object’s disposition, in other words, may be dormant and its manifestation 199

non-occurrent. Tugby calls this the Central Principle. 200

According to Tugby, this fact leads to the paradox of unmanifested dispositions. Dispositions, 201

after all, are characterised in terms of their directedness towards certain manifestations. As Tugby 202

explains (pp. 46–47), “an obvious way to account for the connection between a disposition and its 203

manifestation, is to appeal to a relation of some sort. [. . . ] The problem, however, is that as soon 204

as the Central Principle is acknowledged, [. . . one] will be left with cases in which that relation has 205

only one relatum.” 206

Tugby is not the first to notice this problem. Armstrong (1997, p. 70) already referred to it as the 207

Meinongian problem: “When a particular has an unmanifested power, then the particular cannot 208

be related to the potential manifestation of this power because the instantiation of a relation demands 209

that all its terms exist.” He continues (p. 79): “We have here a Meinongian metaphysics, in which 210

actual things are in some way related to non-existent things.” 211

The solution, not surprisingly, is to adopt a Platonic ontology of properties. As Tugby (2022, 212

pp. 41–42) explains: “A Platonic metaphysics of properties can help us to resolve [the] paradox 213

[. . . ]: objects have dispositions in virtue of the fact that they instantiate universals which stand in 214

relationships of dispositional directedness with other universals. These other universals exist even 215

if they are not instantiated. Thus, the directedness [. . . ] of unmanifested dispositions is secured [. . . ] 216

and allows us to avoid a mysterious Meinongian picture of dispositions.” 217

Notice, finally, that in Armstrong’s Meinongian problem, the manifestationM does not exist because 218

M is never instantiated—neither in the past, present or future. In Leininger’s coordination problem, 219

in contrast, M does not exist because M is instantiated in the future. In a sense, then, Leininger’s 220

coordination problem is just the (cross-)temporal version of Armstrong’s Meinongian problem, and 221

my solution the temporal equivalent of Tugby’s. 222
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9. Conclusions 223

I have argued that FuDs of a non-Humean bent can answer the coordination problem by distin- 224

guishing between type- and token-level necessitation. For this to work, the type-level has to be 225

ontologically prior to the token-level. With respect to the governing account of laws, or a disposi- 226

tionalist metaphysic, this forces us to adopt a Platonist position according to which universals are 227

transcendent, and not immanent. 228
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